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Computer Lab 

Priority Standards: 
(content specific) 

Georgia Standards of Excellence Kindergarten - Fifth Grade Mathematics 

"In Grade 3, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) 
developing understanding of multiplication and division and strategies for 
multiplication and division within 100; (2) developing understanding of fractions, 
especially unit fractions (fractions with numerator 1); (3) developing 
understanding of the structure of rectangular arrays and of area; and (4) 
describing and analyzing two dimensional shapes." (Georgia Department of 
Education, 2016). 
 
MGSE3.OA.1 Interpret products of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 × 7 as the total 
number of objects in 5 groups of 7 objects each. 
 
MGSE3.OA.3 Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in 
situations involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities, 
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Georgia Department of Education. (2016, July). Georgia Standards of Excellence 
Standards Kindergarten – Fifth Grade Mathematics. Retrieved June 7, 2019, from 
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Georgia-Standards/Documents/Grade-K-5-
Mathematics-Standards.pdf  

 
Supporting Standards: 
(content specific) 

ISTE Standards 

Empowered Learner ISTE 1c. Students use technology to seek feedback that informs 
and improves their practice and to demonstrate their learning in a variety of ways. 
 
Knowledge Constructor 3d. Students build knowledge by actively exploring real-
world issues and problems, developing ideas and theories and pursuing answers and 
solutions. 
 

Non-Content Standards: 
(WIDA, interdisciplinary 
standards, literacy, etc.) 

SWIRL Activities. Watch instructional videos, discuss videos to activate 
prior knowledge, read the resource pages, and write labels on their 
arrays. 

Learning Targets (Content and 
Language): 
(what learners will be able to do at the end 
of the learning 
activity) 

Day 1: SWBAT design at least 3 arrays for a given product using computer 
program Sketch.io , selecting shapes for each array, and labeling the array 
using mathematical and English number labels using the text or pen tool. 
 
Day 2: SWBAT build a large array representing 800 - 1000 seats creating a 
Tifo  
 



Essential Question(s):  
(address philosophical foundations; 
contain multiple answers; provoke 
inquiry) 

1. How do columns and rows make arrays? 

2. How do arrays help in multiplication? 

3. How do fans design Tifos using  arrays? 

 
Big Idea(s): 
(main ideas, foundational 
understandings, conclusions, 
or generalizations) 

1. Arrays appear in real life, in soccer stadiums where fans use stadium seats 
arranged in rows and columns (arrays), to create complex designs. 

2. Arrays are used in real life to count things quickly – think of a 6 packs of sodas, 
packed in cases containing several packs.  

 
Academic Vocabulary: 

KEY Vocabulary:  
Array - symbols arranged in rows and columns. Used in multiplication and tifo designs. 
 
Row - shapes arranged evenly in a horizontal line, going side to side. 
 
Column - shapes arranged evenly in a vertical line, going up and down. 
 
Multiplication - number of items in a row counted quickly by the number of columns those rows form. 
Speed addition, repeated counting. 
 
Tifo - A soccer fan event, where fans design messages displayed by fans based on the array of seats in 
a soccer stadium. 
  
Function Words/ Other vocabulary that students must know to understand lesson: 
Horizontal left-right 
Vertical  up-down 
Intersection (where a row and a column meet. The intersection is where the objects are drawn in an array. 
Soccer fans – people who really like a soccer team 
 

Technology 
Integration: 1. My personal website that I will use to facilitate the group instruction, and allow students to access my 

teaching and the resources at home, in the classroom at their own pace, and at home if they are 
absent.  The site is designed to take advantage of text-to-speech accessibility features.  

http://www.industriousteacher.com/3rd.html     
2. Other resources discussed in the supporting documents.  

a. Play videos Promethean Board   
b. Sketch.io program on Individual use computers to create the Array creation, and 

elbow partners discuss the accuracy of the arrays, and labels. 
c. Sketch.io tutorial 
d. Verge to launch all resources, and Launchpad Course to find all links for easy 

student access 
e. YouTube and Khan Academy Links 
f. Number and number name poster (pdf)  

3. The tutorial User Guide  https://sketch.io/sketchpad/guide/#stamp  
4. Pick a number for making an Array 

a. Regular Level: Multiplication Grid tutorial video on YouTube: 
https://youtu.be/Oip_DL9zXOs ”How to use a multiplication grid“ by 
Miss A. 

b. Advanced Students: Patterns in multiplication tables video at Khan 
Academy (CCSS Math: 3.OA.D.9) at 
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-third-grade-math/cc-3rd-mult-
div-topic/cc-3rd-grade-properties-patterns/v/patterns-in-multiplication-
tables-practice 

5. Labels in English and Spanish 
a. This is a number and number name in English poster 

https://www.englishclub.com/images/downloads/posters/englishclub-
poster-1-100-A3.jpg A PDF with zoom showing the English spelling for 
a number. 



b. Early Finishers – May choose to label their arrays in Spanish. Here is a 
chart to support proper 
spelling:  https://www.fluentin3months.com/spanish-numbers/  

c. A table with the number, English, and Spanish word for the number. 
https://spanishnumbers.guide/list/spanish-numbers-1-100.html 

d. What is a 
tifo   https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+a+tifo&oq=what+is+a
+tifo&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.3594j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 

 
Engaging Performance 
Scenario: 

See my webpage for the opening – stadiums, fan tifo pictures and videos. 

In the areas below, place an “X” in the box(es) to indicate the selected strategies and resources. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research-Based Instructional 
Strategies:  
(weekly strategies chosen to guide 
teaching and learning) 

OPENING: 
Engaging 
Instructional 
Activity 

Activate Prior 
Knowledge 

X Questioning 
(Raises questions) 

X Clarify Previous 
Lesson 

 Phenomenon  

Provide 
Feedback 

 Scaffold 
Instruction 

X Create Interest X Other:  

 
WORK 
PERIOD: 
Exploring, 
Explaining, 
Extending, and 
Elaborating 

Facilitate 
Learning 

X Academic 
Discussions 

X Cooperative 
Learning 

 Other:  

Demonstrate/ Model X Generating and Testing 
Hypotheses 

 Independent Learning  Other:  

Explain/Apply/Ex tend 
concepts 
and skills 

 High-Level Questioning  Interdisciplinary Writing  Other:  

 
CLOSING: 
Evaluating 

Summarize Lesson X Provide Alternate 
Explanations 

 Respond to EQs  Other:  

Allow students to 
assess their own 
learning 

X Quick Write  3-2-1/K-W-L  Other:  

21st Century Learning Skills: 
(weekly strategies chosen to guide 
student engagement) 

Teamwork and Collaboration X Innovation and Creativity X Accessing and Analyzing Information X 
Initiative and Leadership  Critical Thinking and Problem 

Solving 
X Effective oral and Written Communication X 

Curiosity and Imagination  Flexibility and Adaptability X Other:  
	  



Intervention Strategies 
Intervention Strategies 

(Tiers 1, 2, 3) 
Additional Support in Classroom 

Specially Designed Instruction for 
Exceptional Education Students 

 
Strategies for English Language Learners 

 Re-Voicing  Conferencing X Visuals/Realia 
X Explaining  Additional time  Front-loading 
 Prompting for Participation X Small group collaboration  Echoing/Choral response 
 Challenging or countering  Modify quantity of work X Color-coding 
X Asking “Why?” “How”  Take student’s dictation X Multiple exposures in different media 
 Reread  Scaffold information X Pair-share 
 Practice new academic vocabulary  Differentiated content/ 

process/product 
X Modeling 

X Assistive technology  Consistent reward system  Language scaffolds: e.g., sentence frames 
 Pre-teach & re-teach in a different way  Refer to students’ IEP or 504 plan  Deconstruct complex sentences 
 Use of manipulatives X Assistive technology  Increase student-to-student talk 
 Collaborative work    Strategies vocabulary instruction 
 Create differentiated text sets    Additional think time 

Gifted – Extensions for Learning 
  Tier 1 
X Flexible-Learning Groups  Varied Pacing with Anchor Options  Varied Supplemental Materials 
 Choice of Books X Work Alone or Together X Computer Mentors 
 Homework Options  Flexible Seating  Think-Pair-Share 
 Use of Reading Buddies  Varied Scaffolding  Open-ended Activities 
 Various Journal Prompts  Varied Computer Programs  Explorations by Interest 
 Student/Teacher Goal Setting  Design-A-DAY  Options for Competition 
 Tier 2 
 Gifted Edu. Cluster Classes  Alternative Assessments  Community Mentorships 
 Gifted Edu. Collaboration Classes  Subject Advancement within class  Stations 
 Tiered Activities and Products X Curriculum Compacting  Group Investigations 
 Use of Literature Clubs  Tiered Centers X Assess Students in Multiple Ways 
 Multiple Testing Options  Spelling by Readiness  Student choice 
 Multiple Texts  Varying Organizers  Simulations 

Tier 3 Tier 4 
 Advanced Content (all core content)  Above grade level accelerated (all core content) 
 Resource Classes  Advanced Placement Classes 
 Independent/Directed Study  International Baccalaureate Classes 
 Socratic Seminars  Internship/Mentorships 

Differentiated Instruction 
(content, process, product) 

Assessment Evidence 
(formative, summative) 

In this section, the teacher will provide a description of the way in which 
they differentiated their lesson for their students – content, process, or 
product. The description does not need to be student specific. Also, teachers 
who have co-teachers can summarize lesson contributions here. 

In this section, the teacher will identify any planned assessments and 
explain the assessments that were used during the week. 
Common Assessments, Unit Assessments, Summative/Formative 
Assessments, Illuminate, Paper/Pencil 

This is a blended model of instruction, so students can 
follow group instruction, repeat it on demand using 
the tutorial videos, or ask peers or teacher. 

Production of arrays online 
Production of array as a tifo 

 
 

Resources: 
(weekly materials chosen to 
support teaching and learning) 

Textbooks  Lab Materials X Other: (List the other resources below.) 
Audio/Visual Aids X Course Syllabus  Base-Ten Blocks  

Handouts (online) X Dictionaries  Place Value Flip Chart  

White Boards X Video Clips X Actual Money (dollars, dimes, 
pennies) 

 

Electronic Devices  Promethean Board X Course website   http://www.industrious
teacher.com/3rd.html 

Supplemental Texts  Manipulatives    

Calculators  Internet (tech) X   

	  



Day 1 Lesson Plan 
 

Pre-Instructional Activity: 
(sponge; bell-ringer; journal; 
allows attendance to be taken) 

In this section, explain how you will provide students with engaging learning activities that support daily/weekly lessons. 

�  Ask What is this a picture of? https://aviewfrommyseat.com/large-photo/107704/Mercedes-
Benz+Stadium/section-Suite%20102/row-1/seat-8/  (an empty stadium) 
�  How about this? http://valdostatoday.com/sports/2017/10/2018-mls-all-star-game-awarded-to-atlanta-mercedes-
benz-stadium/  (A full stadium) 
�  How are those seats arranged?  (rows, columns or sections, individual seats) 
�  Ask – Have you ever been to a soccer stadium or seen a game on TV where the fans do this?  Play.....“Everything 
You Need To Know About TIFOs” Video https://youtu.be/ywcefvRyA_A  (play only 0:00 to 2:50 of the 4:16 video if 
time is short) 
 

 
Opening (ENGAGE): 
(introduces the lesson; 
summarizes previous lesson; 
clarifies misconceptions) 

Opening Details 
Content Objectives: 

Day 1: SWBAT design at least 3 arrays for a given product using computer program Sketch.io , selecting shapes for 
each array, and labeling the array using mathematical and English number labels using the text or pen tool. 
 
Language Objectives:   
SWIRL Activities. Watch instructional videos, discuss videos to activate prior knowledge, read the resource pages, and 
write labels on their arrays. 
 

Build Background/Link to Experience:& Build Background/Link to Prior Learning:  
�  Show Word on board – Italian, so uses Spanish/Italian pronunciation for “i” and “o”... “Tifo” is a soccer stadium’s 
fans holding up paper banners in a way that makes a huge message when viewed from far away. 
�  Definition and pronunciation of “Tifo”  (Tee foe) 
(https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+a+tifo&oq=what+is+a+tifo&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.3594j0j8&sourceid=
chrome&ie=UTF-8 ) 
�  Essential Question: How do fans design Tifos?  They use arrays. 

 
Higher Order Questions:  

Play the whole class the video on What is an Array – “Grade 3 Math 3.5, Model Multiplication with 
Arrays”:  https://youtu.be/17mlqpczNqM 

 
Whole Group (I Do/We Do) Learning Activity: 
Follow the website for Day 1 
Follow the website for Day 2 part 1 and part 2 

 
Work Period 
(EXPLORE/EXPLAIN/ 
EXTEND/ELABORATE): 
(contains the mini lesson; 
allows students to practice 
concept; assesses student 
learning) 

In this section, explain the learning strategies to be used and for what purpose. Explain the student’s engaging activity 
and what the activity seeks to accomplish. Include differentiation for various ELD levels and small group/center activities. 

Small Group/Differentiated Activities that Promote Interaction: 

La
ng

ua
ge

 D
om

ain
: 

Beginning Intermediate Advanced 

Watch and Listen to the 
teacher made video, speak 
with partners to clarify, 
produce rows and columns, 
write single English or Spanish 
words and numbers to label 
the array, write a math 
sentence that matches the 
array 
Use the simplified English 
number chart & Vocabulary 
Chart & my website 
 

Watch and Listen to the 
teacher made video, speak 
with partners to clarify,  
produce rows and columns, 
write single English words 
and numbers to label the 
array, write a math sentence 
that matches the array 

Use the English Number 
Chart  & Vocabulary Chart & 

my website 

Watch and Listen to the 
teacher made video, 
produce rows and columns, 
write single English and 
Spanish words and numbers 
to label the array, write a 
math sentence that matches 
the array 
Use the English-Spanish 
Number chart  & Vocabulary 
Chart & my website 

 

Closing (EVALUATE): 
(summarizes lesson; ensures 
understanding; clarifies 
misconceptions) 

In this section, explain how closure is brought to the class. State how you will assess student learning and check for 
understanding and review content/objectives.  

Share student arrays with the class, and post to the board outside of the classroom. 

	  



Day 2 Lesson Plan 
Pre-Instructional Activity: 
(sponge; bell-ringer; journal; 
allows attendance to be taken) 
 

In this section, explain how you will provide students with engaging learning activities that support daily/weekly lessons. 
�  Ask students to recall the video from last week... Re-ask “Remember, Have you ever been to a soccer stadium or 
seen a game on TV where the fans do this?  Play.....“Everything You Need To Know About TIFOs” Video 
https://youtu.be/ywcefvRyA_A  (play only 0:00 to 1:00 of it... to 2:50 of the 4:16 video if time is short) 
 

 
Opening (ENGAGE): 
(introduces the lesson; 
summarizes previous lesson; 
clarifies misconceptions) 

Opening Details 
Content Objectives: 

Day 2: SWBAT build a large array representing 800 - 1000 seats creating a Tifo design that might be used in a soccer 
stadium setting. 

 
Language Objectives:   

SWIRL Activities. Watch instructional videos for day 2 – Making large arrays and turning them into Tifos, discuss 
videos to activate prior knowledge, read the resource pages, and write labels on their arrays. 

 
Link to Experience:  Soccer stadium fan designs 
Link to Prior Learning:  Pronunciation of tifo uses the Spanish/Italian sound for ‘i’ and ‘o’ so it’s (tee foe) 
 

Higher Order Questions & enrichment discussion:   
1. Once the tifo design is done, how would fan groups determine which seats in the stadium get which color paper?  
2. How do fans know when to hold up their papers? 
3. What if the design is two fold – meaning front and back colors?  
4. How would the fans know what color to hold up when? 

Whole Group (I Do/We Do) Learning Activity: 
1. Watch the 2nd and 3rd teacher explainer video. 
2. Create the 1000 seat array. 
3. Design a tivo that might be used in a real soccer stadium. 

Work Period 
(EXPLORE/EXPLAIN/ 
EXTEND/ELABORATE): 
(contains the mini lesson; allows 
students to practice concept; 
assesses student learning) 

In this section, explain the learning strategies to be used and for what purpose. Explain the student’s engaging activity 
and what the activity seeks to accomplish. Include differentiation for various ELD levels and small group/center activities. 

Small Group/Differentiated Activities that Promote Interaction: 

La
ng

ua
ge

 D
om

ain
: 

Beginning Intermediate Advanced 

Watch and Listen to 
the teacher made 
video, speak with 
partners to clarify, 
produce rows and 
columns, write single 
English or Spanish 
words and numbers to 
label the array, write a 
math sentence that 
matches the array 
Use the simplified 
English number chart 
& Vocabulary Chart & 
my website 
 

Watch and Listen to the 
teacher made video, speak 
with partners to clarify,  
produce rows and columns, 
write single English words 
and numbers to label the 
array, write a math 
sentence that matches the 
array 

Use the English Number 
Chart  & Vocabulary Chart 

& my website 

Watch and Listen to the 
teacher made video, 
produce rows and 
columns, write single 
English and Spanish 
words and numbers to 
label the array, write a 
math sentence that 
matches the array 
Use the English-Spanish 
Number chart  & 
Vocabulary Chart & my 
website 

 

 
Closing (EVALUATE): 

In this section, explain how closure is brought to the class. State how you will assess student learning and check 
for understanding and review content/objectives.  

Share student tifos with the class, and post to the board outside of the classroom. 

 
 
 
	  



ESOL Course 4: Session 9, Workbook  
Heather M. Miller 
 
Session 9: Creating Instructional Change 
Cases: Park View 
Culture and Communications Resource Center 
Critical Perspective: None this session 
 
Workbook Assignment 
Designing Instruction (TESOL/NCATE 3, 4; InTASC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; ITSE 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
This project is intended to help you synthesize and apply the concepts presented in this course. This session’s readings are 
intended to serve as resources for your lesson development along with the other readings presented in this course and your 
own resources. Using them as a guide, design two or more lessons for your students that demonstrate the following: 
 

• Evaluation and adaptation of curricular materials (must include at least 2 forms of technology) for use with diverse 
students 

1. Use my website to organize the teacher led part of this lesson, which is the 
introductory videos that require sound and discussion --  
http://www.industriousteacher.com/3rd.html  

2. Students may refer to the same webpage for repeated viewing and 
listening to the instructions. 

3. Play videos Promethean Board   
4. Sketch.io program on Individual use computers to create the Array creation, and elbow partners discuss the 

accuracy of the arrays, and labels. 
5. Sketch.io tutorial 
6. Verge to launch all resources, and Launchpad Course to find all links for easy student access 
7. YouTube and Khan Academy Links 
8. Number and number name poster (pdf)  

• Evaluation and adaptation of curricular materials that makes connections between content and students’ language 
and culture 

• Design of learning activities that encourage students’: effective interpersonal skills across cultures; critical thinking 
on content material; 

o problem solving abilities 
§ SWBAT select a shapw, make at least 3 arrays for a given product using computer program 

Sketch.io and label the array using mathematical or English number labels using the text tool. 
§ SWBAT build a large array, several hundred, and create a Tifo design that might be used in a 

soccer stadium setting. 
o Identification of software and internet resources for use in instruction 

§ In the computer Lab, each student should have a computer with loaded Sketchpad 5.1 - 
https://sketch.io/sketchpad/   Use Verge to launch the program.  

§ The tutorial User Guide is also available via Verge. https://sketch.io/sketchpad/guide/#stamp  
§ Regular Level: Multiplication Grid tutorial video on YouTube: https://youtu.be/Oip_DL9zXOs ”How 

to use a multiplication grid“ by Miss A. 
§ Advanced Students: Patterns in multiplication tables video at Khan Academy (CCSS 

Math: 3.OA.D.9) at https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-third-grade-math/cc-3rd-mult-div-
topic/cc-3rd-grade-properties-patterns/v/patterns-in-multiplication-tables-practice  

§ This is a number and number name in English poster 
https://www.englishclub.com/images/downloads/posters/englishclub-poster-1-100-A3.jpg It is a 
PDF that students can zoom in on a specific number and the English spelling is under the number. 



§ Early Finishers – May choose to label their arrays in Spanish as well. Here is a chart to support 
proper spelling:  https://www.fluentin3months.com/spanish-numbers/  and  

§ A table with the number, English, and Spanish word for the number. 
https://spanishnumbers.guide/list/spanish-numbers-1-100.html  

 
o Use of culturally appropriate learning activities that incorporate technology and software, multi-media 

sources, visits to cultural events and resource organizations, readings, guests, and/or interviews 
§ Soccer is a fairly universal sport and known wildly. It is played by both genders and at our school’s 

recess. Many children have a family history of watching on TV professional games where Tifos 
exist.  The Tifo is one real world example where arrays are used to create designs in stadium seats 
where fans hold color papers to make the design. 

o Adjustments to assessment materials that address cultural bias 
§ I am not aware of a cultural bias against soccer, tifos, or arrays in multiplication. If I discover any, I 

will address them as they come. 
 
 
For each lesson, include the following: 

• Grade level/student audience description 
o 3rd grade math in Computer Lab 

• Learning objectives, including state standards 
o SWBAT draw and label different multiplication Arrays for a given number, (ex. 12 would be any three of the 

following arrays: 1x12, 2x6, 3x4, 4x3, 2x6, or 12x1) using   
o SWBAT  

• Include connections to authentic local and global issues 
o Tifos are a huge part of soccer fan-dome 
o Tifos are created using arrays 
o The next two classes we will be creating arrays, and then a Tifo design. 

• Materials/resources (include links to multimedia resources) 
• Student grouping strategies 

o Students may work in self-selected groups during the work periods. 
• Differentiation using Model Performance Indicators 

o Students many work alone, using the blended technology model watching the videos and asking the 
teacher or peers questions as needed. 

o No student will be required to be a helper, but students may help each other. 
• Procedures 

1) Activate Prior Knowledge & build background knowledge – Build Interest in real life application of Arrays – 
using the promethean board (Preload these images and videos, and check for inappropriate 
advertisements.):   

i. Ask What is this a picture of? https://aviewfrommyseat.com/large-photo/107704/Mercedes-
Benz+Stadium/section-Suite%20102/row-1/seat-8/  (an empty stadium) 

ii. How about this? http://valdostatoday.com/sports/2017/10/2018-mls-all-star-game-awarded-to-
atlanta-mercedes-benz-stadium/  (A full stadium) 

iii. How are those seats arranged?  (rows, columns or sections, individual seats) 
iv. Ask – Have you ever been to a soccer stadium or seen a game on TV where the fans do this?  

Play.....“Everything You Need To Know About TIFOs” Video https://youtu.be/ywcefvRyA_A  (play 
only 0:00 to 2:50 of the 4:16 video if time is short) 

v. Show Word on board – Italian, so uses Spanish pronunciation for “i” and “o”... “Tifo” is a soccer 
stadium’s fans holding up paper, plastic, fabric banners in a way that makes a huge message.  

vi. Definition and pronunciation of “Tifo”  (Tee foe) 
(https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+a+tifo&oq=what+is+a+tifo&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.35
94j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 ) 



2) Essential Question How do the fans create TIFOs?  They use Arrays in the design and layout of the 
mosaic, and the calculation of numbers of papers to place in seats prior to the start of the game.  

3) Play the whole class the video on What is an Array – “Grade 3 Math 3.5, Model Multiplication with 
Arrays”:  https://youtu.be/17mlqpczNqM This video has an advertisement, so have it cued up past the ad. 
Its run time is 3:00. 

4) We are going to create arrays today using Sketch.i.o “Stamp” feature. 
i. Launch Verge and Sketch.io. 
ii.  

2. Optional Enrichment on TIFOs at Atlanta United Game: https://www.mlssoccer.com/post/2018/11/26/atlanta-united-
fans-stadium-wide-tifo-eastern-conference-championship 

• Student assessment options 
o Individual discussion with student and self-evaluation of arrays and Tifo 

• Other modifications/differentiation strategies for supporting ESOL students 
o Should technology not be available to students on one or more of the days of this assignment, graph paper 

and color crayons or pencils can be used to create the Tifo based on the grid of graph paper.  
 
Due by the end of Session 10. 
 
 
 
 

See Appendix I for Screen 
Shots of Ms. Miller’s 
Supporting Website 

 



Appendix I 
 

Ms. Miller’s Supporting Website 
Screen Shots 

	  















Vocabulary page links to a poster sized Graphic Anchor Chart appropriate for a full tab view on student’s computers. Created by Ms. 
Miller.









 


